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14th KanazawaBunko Art Festival  

September 16th 2012 
14th KanazawaBunko Art Festival takes place in southern  
Yokohama, Kanazawa-ku, a neighborhood of historical tradition  
surrounded by nature. It's an art event made possible thanks to  
many volunteers involved.This year we hold 14th edition of festival and  
we invite everyone to parcitipate, 16th of September 2012 is the Grand Opening 

1DAY EVENT   2012/9/16   9:30 ~  

(xxx) yyy-yyyy 

We need volunteers 
We offer meals and accommodation in exchange for Your help with festival 
organizing. Contact us: asaba@bunko-art.org  or, if You're WWOOFER, contact host 
number 12791 

ART RALLY  2012/10/1 ~  2012/10/18    

Beach Park in Kanazawa-ku, 
Yokohama 
Open air, many, many artists and even 
more attenders - The Opening Event. 

Kanazawa-ku, many places 
Events at Kanazawa-ku, suburbs, cafes 
and artists' houses, various exhibitions 
are going to take place. 

1DAY EVENT   2012/9/16   9:30 ~  

ABOUT  KanazawaBunko Art Festival  
The future of the earth  is the future of the children. 
"We want to pass something on to next generation with ART" - holding on to this 
dream, starting from 1999 until this year's edition, we've organized thirteen  Art 
Festivals. " The future of the earth  is the future of the children." - while keeping this 
slogan in mind, we're trying to figure out what should we do to leave behind a 
beautiful Earth for our kids and have great fun at the same time. 

Art Festival goals 
• to create a meeting place for neighbourhood residents and deepen their spiritual bonds 
• to preserve Japanese traditional culture and pass it on to next generation 
• to activate area's culture through art and let the participants experience self-realization 
• to connect the world AND connect generations as well to think about environment and 

express our thanks to nature 



 

                 1DAY EVENT 2012/9/16   9:30 ~ 
 

place:  
Beach Park in Kanazawa-ku, Yokohama 
 
Summary:  
Open air, many artists and even more 
attenders - The Grand Opening Event. 
 
Details: 
ART STREET Artists' works exhibition and 
sale: paintings, objet d'art, ceramics, 
woodwork, accessories etc. About 80 booths 
of various genres. 
 
INDIGENOUS PLAZA 
A place where You can experience an 
indigenous culture of South, Central, North 
America, Ainu and others. Hear the sound and 
touch many beautiful and diverse works of 
multiple indigenous cultures. 
 
RAINBOW WING secret base 
Corner of dancing, singing and showing 
picture stories. A base for children focused on 
eco-activity. 
 
WAKUWAKU Workshop 
Wakuwaku Workshop is an event held by the 
members of RAINBOW WING secret base. 
Watch children make fancy costumes with 
their own hands using recycled goods and 
experience eco-friendly atmoshpere. Last year 
event was led by world-famous street-artist, 
Roko Satoshi, who conducted the workshop!  
 
Wakuwaku is a part of the ART STREET, 
therefore You will have an opportunity to take 
part in many kind of other artists' workshops! 
 

 
 
WORLD'S DANCE STAGE 
Hula dance, Flamenco, Bali dance, African 
dance and so on. With blue sky and green 
grass in the background You may have a great 
time and lot of fun watching dancers 
performance. 
 
FESTIVAL FOOD PLAZA 
Taste many delicious, world diverse cuisines in 
one place. Please remember to dispose of 
garbage in designated area. 
 
 
SUNSET PARADE 
With handmade costumes, instruments made 
during workshop, clowns and djembe we will 
sing, dance and jump in the air, parading in the 
Beach Park. Until sun goes down and the 
beginning of the SPECIAL LIVE, we shall have 
a great parade! 
 
SPECIAL LIVE 
The Special Live will be a live concert by Koto 
Buki .Expect the great finale! 

In case of rainy weather  
during 1DAY EVENT: 
Basically, rainy weather won't be the 
reason to cancell the event. However, in 
case of storm, having in mind safety as top 
priority, the event will be postponded most 
probably to September 17th. If September 
17th is a rainy day too, it will be in the Gym 
of Kanazawa bunko elementary school. 



  

                 ART RALLY   2012/10/1 ~  2012/10/18    
 

PLACE 
Kanazawa-ku, Yokohama   - many places  
Please visit this website for detailed information about event locations. 
http://www.bunko-art.org/home/  ( sorry only Japanese) 
 
ART RALLY TOUR 
To have a cultural exchange with exhibitors but also a great time together, we will 
watch the exibition during joint stroll. After consulting the programme of exhibitions 
with exhibitors, we will update this website with information. Let's have a great time 
together, wherever we meet!  
 
Details 
to see, to touch, to buy Ceramics, paintings, accessory, handmade clothes, 
photography and more 
to see, to hear, to enjoy Concerts, live-talk, story-telling, plays and so on 
to experience Stamp-rally, making t-shirts, carving name stamps, making native 
american instrument and many other workshops 

Place : Beach Park ( umi no koen ) in Kanazawa-ku, Yokohama 
By Train:  Transfer from JR Negishi Line Shin-Sugita, or Keikyu Line Kanazawa-
Hakkei, to one of these Kanazawa Seaside Line stations: Hakkei-Jima, or, Ocean 
Park Shibaguchi Exit, or, Ocean Park South Exit.    
Useful site in English for finding train times.  
http://www.jorudan.co.jp/english/norikae/ 
 
Car:  Yokohama-Yokosuka Highway, to, Namiki Interchange, to Exit 357, about 2.5 
km. or, Syoto-Kousoku Wangan Highway, to, Yukiura Interchange, to Exit 357, 
about 2 km.  Note! "Kanazawa Nature Park Interchange" is NOT Ocean Park, and 
goes ONLY to a parking lot! 

ACCESS  


